
Summary/ Resumé

Title of the diploma thesis:  Issues and Particularities of Maintenance Obligations within the Czech 

and Italian Legal Systems

My diploma thesis deals with maintenance obligations as the title itself says. Maintenance 

obligations is a very wide topic in family law so I have focused the thesis on the more specialized  

areas. Before describing the structure of the thesis I would like to try to explain the motive for 

choosing this topic.

I have studied in Italy in the scope of the international programme for students, and have 

also gained work experience there. I wanted to try to improve not only my knowledge of Italian  

language itself but also my theoretical knowledge of foreign law. A comparative thesis seemed to 

fulfil these demands of mine. 

Maintenance  obligations  is  a  current  topic  of  interest.  We  all  are  the  subjects  of  this 

obligation and other duties connected to it for our entire lives even if such obligation is imposed on 

us against our will. A couple of weeks before the end of the last year there was a media case, the 

Italian ex prime minister was sentenced to pay an astronomical amount of maintenance to his ex 

wife. After this widely publicised case it seems expected by the general public that Italian ex wives 

will receive such financial support.

I have divided my thesis into several parts according to the logical deductive method. The 

first part is dedicated to the key definitions of maintenance obligations, differences of the usage of 

the terms between Czech and Italian legal system, etc. A chapter about the history of this obligation  

is also included.

The  second  part  of  the  thesis  describes  the  first  specialized  area  which  is  the  mutual 

maintaining obligation between spouses, in both Czech and Italian law. Since Czech law deals not 

only with marriage between man and woman but also with homosexual partnerships I have felt 

obliged to make some brief notes on this matter as well.

The third part of the thesis is aimed at the potential obligation and support after the divorce 

or  the  termination  of  the  partnership.  There  is  also  a  chapter  about  maintenance  with  an 

international element, which I have found to be an important and wide spread topic presently and 

one that should not be ignored.   

My diploma thesis is intended to be a comparative paper about one of the duties which 

arises in family law.  The Czech legal system is part  of the continental legal system, based on  

Roman law. Roman law was born and was applied for centuries on the territory of modern Italy. 

Italian law is an inspirational source for Czech law, yet there are important differences to consider 



in a comparative approach. 
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maintenance – výživné

mutual  maintaining  obligation/duty  between  spouses  –  vzájemná  vyživovací  povinnost  mezi 

manžely

maintaining obligation/duty and support between divorced spouses – vyživovací povinnost mezi 

rozvedenými manžely


